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I discussed with someone who conveyed that the only way he fights back is the weapon of words; and he 

feels good when she uses this weapon. Words hurt and sometimes more deeply than sharp arrows. Word 

comes from the most fragile part of humans, the tongue, but its impact is not fragile. It has a potent force, 

oftentimes more powerful than the bullet. It cuts through the bones as easily as the venom of the snake 

gets into the blood stream, and then kills Just like the venom laden on the tongue of a snake, one of the 

most fragile creatures with feeble bones, gets to the heart and causes death, so also does the venom of 

words causes death. It can kill self-esteem, it can kill marriage, it can kill talents, it can kill one’s future, it 

can kill one’s freedom and peace forever as it is stamped upon one’s mind and heart. 

Unlike the bullet holes that get more attention, oftentimes, lethal words enter into one’s being without a 

physical proof. Many are reeling from its wound now, and they have no way to prove their case; even the 

persons who released the venom will deny what they said. That leaves the victim with more pain as he or 

she has no further physical proof or witness. And one has to live licking up its wound in silence. Though 

there are laws for gun control and physical abuse, the danger yet to be solved among human beings is to 

curtail some psychological abuse. Hopefully future generation may come up with laws on word-control, 

as words and gun bullets are both mortal aggressors. 

Dear Friend, before that generation will come up with the laws on lethal word-control, God has given us 

one for our consciences. Even though no one sees the point of entry of lethal words and we may deny that 

we have cause others pain, however, we are not fully acquitted. May God move our hearts to apologize to 

persons we have wounded by our words; and may we gain more graces to refrain from lethal words when 

tempted.  I pray that persons who are hurting from lethal words will apply the balm of forgiveness as to 

extinguish fire of vengeance brewing in their hearts and souls. 

 

Fr. Ignatius Mary 

 

 

 


